


Thank you for choosing the Luft.

How to install?

To install, unzip and drag the instrument folder to any hard drive. Launch Kontakt 

5.6.8 or higher and load the .nki instruments. Please do not move any fle! By 

installing the product you accept the enclosed product license agreement. For 

any kind of questions please contact us at : support@cinematique-

instruments.com



Luft

We have never heard and played such an instrument before. It sounds very 

organic, very lively and above all very unique. It sounds like airfow, vibration and 

intimacy.

But if you take a closer look at Luft and see what the original sound sources are, 

with which Luft assembles its sound, it's not really surprising! Luft is based 

exclusively on simple aerophonic instruments. They are all instruments that 

produce their sound through a stream of air that fows through a vibrating reed 

and an orifce. Summarizing: Luft consists only of airfow instruments.

There are a total of 34 individual airfow instruments, which can be divided into 6 

categories: Blower or pump organs, blown keyboards like harmonicas and 

melodicas, simple futes and a church organ with several individual stops. But 

there are also other, less common sounds like a water bottle, a hand pipe, a pipe 

- or a nose fute or a kazou.



The Engine

Luft consists of two sound layers A and B. Each layer allows a limitless design of 

the sound. You can select one of the 34 sound sources, use the EQ section, 

modulators and distortions to customize the sound to your needs. Finally, mix the 

two "layers" together and manipulate the overall sound of Luft with the modwheel 

- there are fve different ways available.

All in all, one can say that Luft has radiated a very lush warm quality - very 

organic and vivid and wonderfully suited to create vibrating and pulsating 

background pads and distinctive and unique melody sounds to your music.

And with over 50 presets Luft provides, you have instantly a lot of sound 

variations. You can see and hear all the possibilities and the wide range of sound 

Luft has to offer. 







Slot A - this is the Slot A area

Instrument - by clicking on either the name or icon you get to instrument select page 

Select   where you can select your sound out of 34 different sounds (see complete 

  sound list above)

Pan - you can balance the slot sound between left and right

Volume - control the volume of the corresponding slot

Ocatver - by activiating the sound will play one octave lower

Band EQ - this EQ lets you design your sound. 

  Band 1 is set to 112 Hz, Band 2 to 880 Hz and band 3 to 4.8 kHz with middle 

  range of bandwidth

Attack - controls the attack time

Decay - controls both the decay and release time

Slot B - this is the slot B area

Distortion - this button activates a tube distortion. After activating a slider appears which 

  lets you control the amount of distortion

Rotary FX - this button activates a rotary simulation. After activating a slider appears 

  which lets you control the speed of the rotary

Modulation - this slider controls the amount of modulation from 0 to 100%. The modulation 

  controls teh volume with a sine type LFO

Speed - this slider controls the speed of the LFO from half to sixteenth notes synced 

  to the host

Reverb - controls the amount of reverb 








